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Here is the definitive guide to growing healthy organic vegetables without wasting our precious
water resources! This incredibly timely book will give dedicated home gardeners the know-how
to grow delicious produce in dry times, focusing on four different low-water conditions in the
western United States: voluntary water conservation, drought, and both high and low desert.
Using modern techniques, as well as tips and stories from native traditions ranging from the
southwestern United States to the Middle East, this guide offers the best of ancient wisdom and
the newest innovations in conservation, and includes varietal recommendations and a seasonal
crop guide.

"With boundless wisdom based upon years of experience promoting a water-conscious
approach to gardening, Maureen Gilmer shows us how to have a gloriously productive garden—
even in the face of drought."—Richard G. Turner Jr., editor emeritus, Pacific
Horticulture"Keep Growing Vegetables in Drought, Desert & Dry Times handy when that
happens and you will be able to enjoy fresh, healthy, and organic vegetables all year. This book
is a must-have for all home gardeners." —The Washington Book Review"As a horticulturist and
an ecologist, I salute Mo Gilmer for tackling the important subject of water conservation, which
will only become more critical as we march through this century. Water is vital to our survival and
the survival of our planet, and every gardener who thinks survival is important should read this
book."—Stephanie Cohen, The Perennial Diva, award-winning garden writer and Garden
Writers Association fellow "With this timely book, learn how to grow your own healthy organic
vegetables without wasting water and, in the process, how to assess your local soil, wind, and
heat conditions. This is a guide everyone should own and use."—Sally Wasowski, author and
award-winning gardening expert on native landscaping "Gilmer's guide to water-wise organic
gardening is well worth heeding."—Kitsap Sun"In [Growing Vegetables in Drought, Desert, & Dry
Times], learn how to combine age-old farming techniques with new-school technology."—The
Desert Sun“Years of experience went into writing this book.”—Gardening Know How“The
definitive guide to growing healthy organic vegetables without wasting our precious water
resources!”—Desert EntertainerAbout the AuthorMAUREEN GILMER has over thirty years'
experience in landscape design and has written 18 books on gardening, including The Colorful
Dry Garden. She has practiced in northern and southern California, at the peak of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains and Newport Beach for exposure to a wide range of climates. She currently
resides in the high desert.
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Teri J Orr, “Great info, organized, pretty pics etc!. I found this book a nice balance between
covering (reviewing) basics while introducing more detailed/in-depth gardening methods. Slight
focus on CA habitats over other states (though many things apply to AZ, NM, UT+ (certainly US
focused as other reviews warned. Well-written and aesthetically pleasing. Wish there was a 2nd
volume!”

Linda Bailey, “This is THE book to add to your SW garden library. For a while now I’ve been
thinking of writing a gardening book because none of the books I’ve read, and I’ve read
hundreds, cover not only how to garden in my climate, but why things happen and what you
can do about it. Don’t get me wrong books by Mary Irish, and Sunset will always have a place on
my shelves, and I can think of a half a dozen other authors that have helped me garden, but this
is the book I will be giving friends in the future who want to garden. Divided into two parts.
Conditions and. Practice, in 200 odd pages you have a clear understanding of gardening In a
hot dry climate, with plant suggestions and a current resource list. It my hope Ms Gilmer writes
an equally clear books on fruits, herbs, and ornamentals.  I’ll be happy to purchase.”

Kathryn Mechling, “A must for those of us who live in the desert.. Excellent book. I highly
recommend it. I was accustomed to having a vegetable and fruit garden in ohio, and now that I
reside in Arizona,  I needed help. This book is providing it.”

Jacky Addeman, “Truth. Loving this book! I live in the desert and this book is helping me accept
that I won’t ever have a forest in my yard.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Must Have Book If Growing Edibles in the Desert. This is a great book
covers microclimates high/low desert, growing methods, historic and new and growing seasons
which are very different in a desert application.”

Judith A Storck, “Five Stars. GREAT FOR US LIVING IN THE ARIZONA DESERT AND
DEALING WITH THIS CLAY DUST. Thank you.”

Mary B, “Well written, useful. Very good book, easy to read and understand. I live in Spain so
very pertinent for my garden. Only one other comment, it would be so useful to have this book
adapted for the European areas, as we are getting hotter and receiving much less rain than a
few years ago.”

thomas scroggie, “Books content. This is one of the best written books I have encountered for
garden water saving with great explanations and ideas. These can be applied throughout the
world even though the content is primarily American. Congratulations m gilmer”



The book by Dan Pilone has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 106 people have provided feedback.
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